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Data managers are at the vanguard of the open data movement, driven by the
desire to ensure that our data assets are well managed and widely available to
the research community and the public more broadly.
• encapsulated in the FAIR principles for data, and the TRUST principles
(Lin, et al., 2020) for data repositories.
• FAIR principles promote activities that ensure data is Finable,
Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable,
• TRUST principles of Transparency, Responsibility, User focus,
Sustainability and Technology.
• Semantic markup is a core technology we have at our disposal to ensure
that data managers adhere to these principles.

Schema.org (pronounced “schema dot org” or SDO)
is a collaborative, community activity with a mission to create, maintain, and
promote schemas for structured data on the Internet, on web pages, in email
messages, and beyond.

A shared vocabulary makes it easier for webmasters and developers to decide on
a schema and get the maximum benefit for their efforts.

The schemas are a set of 'types', each associated with a set of properties. The
types are arranged in a hierarchy.
• The vocabulary currently consists of 778 Types, 1383 Properties 15 Datatypes,
73 Enumerations and 367 Enumeration members.

The idea of the semantic web long predates the arrival of SDO.
• Tim Berners-Lee (1999), the inventor of the World Wide Web, expressed
a vision of the web as a connected set of data.
The goal of the semantic web is to make content on the web machine
readable and actionable by making explicit connections between published
content.
• As data managers and scientists with increasing volumes and variety of
data to manage, discover and analyze, it is imperative that we adopt
semantic markup and related technologies so that we can automate our
workflows.
• SDO is a specific example of the broader class of semantic technologies.
SDO was created by four major search engines in 2011: Google,
Microsoft, Yahoo, Bing and Yandex (Guha, 2011).

• Google Dataset Search (GDSS) is the primary driver for repositories
implementing SDO in their metadata landing pages.
• GDSS was designed to do for datasets what Google Scholar (GS) did for
publications,
• providing a single interface to search and view simple metadata records
describing datasets from thousands of data repositories around the world.

• The natural appeal of both GDSS and GS stems from the user friendly
interface that Google creates, making it an easy go to for finding content
(Gusenbaur, 2019).
• Once a data repository has implemented SDO in their dataset landing pages,
they can become discoverable in GDSS.
•

At this time Google does not hold copies of the data itself. Users who discover data in
GDSS are referred back to the repository to get access to the data.

• Workflow is this:
• Repositories have a database of metadata that describe their holdings.
• That set of metadata is used to either publish a harvestable metadata service
and/or is used to generate a series of landing pages, one per dataset.
• That landing page is a web page generated from the database of metadata
and includes a pointer to the data resource that can be found at the repository.
• The landing pages are marked up with SDO terms and indexed and
included in GDSS.
• Importantly for those who manage sensitive or restricted data which are
subject to privacy concerns, once a dataset is discovered in GDSS the user is
directed back to the repository to obtain the data.
•

The access restrictions and protocols for data sharing, as agreed upon during
the submission process are maintained at the repository.

The basic premise of the semantic web is that one person publishes content,
and the terms used to describe that content are defined in an online semantic
resource (a dictionary, an ontology or a list of controlled terms).
The semantic resource must be online and open to parsing by machines. For
data managers, this opens the possibility of machines being able to identify,
compare, conflate and process data.
• In our case, Google spiders can crawl over a set of dataset landing pages,
collect all the titles, abstracts and location information for each dataset,
index them and open that index up through GDSS for search.

There are only 2 terms that are required as part of a dataset description to be
included in the GDSS index: name and description.
• In addition, there are additional terms that Google recommends you include as
part of your metadata markup, including but not limited to the dataset creator,
download information, unique identifier, license and variables measured.

SDO supports three different mechanisms or formats to add vocabulary terms to
a webpage: microdata, RDFa and JSON-LD.
• Both microdata and RDFa are a set of tags and HTML5 extensions that are
embedded inline in a webpage next to the text it defines.

Aligning Semantic Markup Across Domains
For data managers, SDO serves at least 3 functions.

1) It immediately opens our data holdings to a wider audience via
GDSS.

2) It is a high level, simple introduction to semantic markup and serves
as a gateway to more complex ontologies and workflows.

3) It is a good starting point for aligning ontologies (and by extension our
datasets) across domains.

• Data managers often use multiple ontologies to annotate or mark up
documents like metadata.
• Many hope that they can use a handful of common terms from SDO (like
“title,” and “description”), and reference other ontologies to capture more
domain specific knowledge about their datasets.
• To the extent possible, even when developing domain specific ontologies, the
best practice is to re-use terms from well established, and well served
vocabularies.
• For example, the World Meteorological Organization has a controlled
vocabulary that the ocean and polar communities typically use called the
International Meteorological Vocabulary and is translated into four languages
(WMO, International Meteorological Vocabulary, 1992).

Although…
• The creation of controlled domain specific vocabularies is fairly labour
intensive and requires quite a bit of collaboration from within scientific
communities to reach a consensus on which controlled vocabularies
should be included in the extension and how they should be
implemented (Jonquet, J., et al, 2018).
• The important message here is to avoid reinventing the wheel; if
domains can look for guidance from other communities that already
have completed this step
• It is important to recognize large initiatives like the robust set of
Paleoenvironmental Standard Terms (PaST) from the Paleoclimatology
community and the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) from the National
Library of Medicine are important pillars in scientific semantics.

RDA Research Metadata
Schemas WG
Output 1: Data Model
- A generic ‘conceptual data model’ with essential
types and properties for research data discovery
over the web.
Output 2: Producing a Guidance Document
- A guideline, illustrated with common patterns, of
common patterns for publishing metadata landing
pages with structured data markups; and a
guideline of how to customize the research
schemas for target domains with examples.
Output 3: Toolings
- Toolings for making the implementation easier if
resources are available.

Roadmap for:
A. WG outputs
B. Visualizations
-

~15 Metadata Schemas mapped

-

Crosswalks currently included: DCAT-AP,DCATv2, Datacite,
ISO19115, EOSC/EDMI, Dataverse, DATS, RIF-CS, DC,
Bioschema, B2Find, DDI, ECRIN, CODEMETA, SPASE

https://rd-alliance.github.io/Research-Metadata-Schemas-WG/

B. Visualizations – Filter Table
- Schema Filter table provides a 1-to-1 mapping of metadata terms to schema.org
- Utilizes the top level of Schema.org
- Identifies any missing terms (from the schema or from SDO suggested terms) with no
currently mapping

-

Table is a free text search over both metadata and schema.org properties

- Table will pull all related metadata terms for associated property searched
- For example: a search for “publish” will not return records, but the search for ‘publish’
will return ‘datePublished”, “publisher”, “Dataset Publisher”

- This filter allows you to choose a schema.org property and see which (if any) crosswalk
term is connected to which standard.
From left to right labels go:
Schema.org properties 🡪 Crosswalk Term 🡪 Metadata standard

- Gap Analysis gives a visual representation of terms within the metadata standards that
did not have a schema.org property.
- By hovering over the metadata standard name, it will display a numerical value

RDA Plenary 16 – Feedback
-

Gap Analysis: Include commonly missed terms/ analysis from SDO
and/or schemas

-

Sankey Diagram: Pop-out window to replace the ‘hover’ feature

-

The current PLAN for the home for the RDA Research Metadata
Schemas Working Groups crosswalks:
•

Zenodo

•

FAIRsharing

Shared publishing patterns for describing research data using schema.org

➢ Reliable, consistent federation

➢ Automate Validation

schema.org
▪

Flat descriptions
▪

How are things connected?

▪

Limited examples

▪

Endless ways to publish

Q: How to do we share
patterns of use
so that no one is left behind?

github.com/ESIPFed/science-on-schema.org/releases/tag/1.1.0

●
●
●

Persistent Identifiers
Dataset Licenses
Distinguish Dataset Metadata from Data
files
7 contributors:
Matt Jones
Dave Vieglais
Stephen Richard
Ruth Duerr
Lewis John McGibbney
Charles Vardeman II
Douglas Fils
Adam Shepherd

1. Monitor monthly updates to schema.org
2. Accept contributions and issues at Github
3. Maintain & publish updates to guidelines
@ science-on-schema.org

Telecons:
- 1st Monday at 5pm ET
- 4th Thursday at 2:30pm ET

●

How to Use RDA Crosswalks and Crosswalk
Visualizations
○

●

To be published March 2021

Schema.org for Research Data Managers: A Primer
○

Possibly a lightning version

○

To be published March 2021 to CODATA

These documents all together should enhance guidance
documents for the actual SDO markup
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